PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 7 RESULTS

02 - 06 - 2019

ROUND 7 RESULTS
Congratulations

Congrats to our U13 YJFL Academy Sharks - Oli, Josh G, Sammy, Jake, Josh S

www.sharksjfc.org.au

Round 7 | Wrap Up |
Shark Attack –

Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Sponsor of the Round

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish
Junior Football Club

Thank you to the Warrandyte branch of the Bendigo Bank for their fabulous support of the
Sharks. Every year they support our club with thousands of dollars of sponsorship and grants.
If you’re needing a loan or just want to compare rates, then please call in or give them a call.
Now with the latest Reserve Banks cut, it may be a great time to call in.

Phone: 0408 367 444

Presidents Letter

GO SHARKS!!

Sponsors Recap

Round 7

Over the first six Rounds we have introduced our Sponsors of the Round each week. Please,
these people have put their hard earned into helping our club run each week. I implore all our
Sharks families to try to acknowledge our sponsors when possibly needing a similar service.

Folks, please indulge me and read all of this message, as it covers two weeks.
Welcome Sharks family, what a fantastic winters day we had Sunday. A weak sunshine broke
through for most of the late morning through till around 4.00pm. I enjoyed watching a number
of games whilst being lulled into a false sense of security regarding the weather. The last term
commenced around 4.20pm with black clouds gathering and within 10 minutes down it came.
The poor players needed head lamps to try and locate the ball. On my way back to Domeney I
thought, how great will the attendance be tonight for our Mid-Season Burger Night!! Normally,
the Buddies Burger Night is well populated with our very youngest and most senior players.
Thanks go out to our Colts players and parents for cooking and serving the BBQ and manning
the canteen. It was great to see our two wise men in residence behind the bar, thanks Kev &
Fas. Two life members of the club and still heavily involved.
A HUGE thank you also to our resident mobile skip operator and Sharks family member Dave
Phelan. All the bins were overflowing prior to Burger Night and he arrived back from up country
at 4.45pm to collect rubbish and leave some empty bins for us to re-fill.
With the long weekend upon us, Dave is offering a well-priced Bin Hire for Sharks families
to assist in their own clean up. If you grab the chance this weekend, $40 from each mobile
bin hire will be donated to fight MND. So come on and get going to de-clutter the house and
support this great cause. Go to mobileskips.com.au or call 1300 675 477.
Season Dates
Recently, I have heard a few conflicting comments regarding when various rounds fall and what
Sundays we have off. Please consult the “Events and Calendar” on our Sharks Web Site to
bring yourself up to date.
For ease of reference:June 9		

Queens Birthday weekend – NO GAMES

June 16		

Round 8

June 23		

Round 9 – Team Photos

June 30		

First week of School Holidays – NO GAMES

July 7		

Middle week of School Holidays – NO GAMES

July 14		

Round 10

2

If your needing a new or used family car, people mover or Ute then consider Darren Paul and
his team at Ringwood Mazda. Let them know your part of the Sharks family and ask for a great
deal.
Warran Glen Nursery, café and gifts are waiting for your visit this weekend. Take time to check
out their great gift ware and clothing offerings, wander through all the exotic plants that would
be ideal in rejuvenating your front yard and then enjoy a relaxing cuppa. The Taylor family are
looking forward to welcoming you and assisting in your needs.
Resi Venturers will be available to assist in your Asset growth with some great town house
offerings. If your ready to add to your property portfolio, then with historically low interest rates
and increasing rents, now is the time to act. Please give me a call personally and I’d be happy
to help. From information I’ve been given (subject to Deposit amount) the weekly rent would
cover the weekly interest cost.
Rob Dolan wines have joined as a sponsor and have offered us some unbelievable, Red, White
and Bubbles at below cost. Let us know if you would like to order some.
Bendigo Bank Buddies Burger Night
The Bendigo Bank Buddies Burger Night felt like a very intimate family affair. I think the weather
psychologically influenced attendance prior to the actual event. Congratulations to the almost
100 hardy souls who turned up. Plenty of food, heaters going and the rain had stopped. Oh
how I love Melbourne.
As part of the evening we acknowledge out milestone achievements obtained so far for season
2019. Well done to all players who notched up 50 games, and 100 games, and even two
players who are close to reaching 150 games.
Milestone

Then matches each week until final round on the 11th August being Round 14. This will be
followed by three weeks of finals culminating on the 1st September.

THE SHARK ATTACK

Club Ringwood are offering a “Winter Warmer” special for Saturday lunch. A 3 course meal for
only $20, now that’s great value. Choose one of four or five mains from the menu on the day or
the offered ‘specials’ board, couple that with soup and dessert. Available for June and July.
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On our 50th Birthday year, I am delighted to announce a first time ever event. For the 1st
time ever, on Burger Night, I presented the first ever 50 game milestone to our first youth girl.
Congratulations Ava Leonard on achieving this magnificent milestone. Ava is a wonderful
young lady who gives her all to her team and the club. For the second year running she has
made the YJFL interleague team. Watch out, a future AFLW player may have just emerged.
Her comments when I spoke with her was “Thanks heaps, this is awesome, I LOVE THE
SHARKS!!!”

THE SHARK ATTACK
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50 Games
Lachlan Allan
Archie James
William Tait
Bertram Kye
Keane Blake
Lucas Ramage
David Broadbent

Round 7
Shark Attack

100 Games
Under 12 Red
Under 12 Black
Under 13 Red
Under 13 Black
Under 14 Black
Under 14 Black
Under 14 Red

Will Sonderhof
Shannon D’Souza
Ryan Dickenson
James Mason
Mason Appleby
Will Fason
Lachie Parrott

Under 14 Red
Under 15 Red
Colts Red
Colts Black
Colts black

Season Dates to Remember

50 Games – Youth Girl
Ava Leonard

Under 14 Red

Gala Social Night – Saturday 15th July
Come and celebrate our 50 years as a community football club. A quick reminder that the
Parents Social Night is fast approaching. Get in quick and book your tickets via an Event on
TeamApp. Tickets are $120pp and include food, drink, entertainment and fantastic prizes.
Located at the Manningham Function Centre above the council office, plenty of parking onsite,
7.00pm kick off. To book, go to EVENTS on the Sharks website, scroll down to 50 Year Gala
Dinner and follow the prompts from “Tickets”
Team Photos
Team photos are scheduled for Friday evening, the 21st of June. First up will be the Under 8’s,
9’s, 10’s and 11’s. On Sunday 23rd June will be all other teams. Your team managers will send
out confirmed dates and times for participation during the next week.

9 Jun

Queens Birthday Weekend

15 Jun

50th Year Gala Dinner. Manningham Function Centre
(U12 and U14)

16 Jun

Round 8

23 Jun

Round 9

30 Jun

School holidays

7 Jul

School Holidays

14 Jul

Round 10

COLTS & LIFE MEMBERS DINNER – Tuesday 23rd July

21 Jul

Round 11

The evening will take place on Tuesday 23rd of July at 6.30pm at Club Kilsyth, Corner
Canterbury Road & Colchester Roads Bayswater North. This is the transition of our Senior
Colts annual dinner and attended by all our Colts Players. We have a great guest speaker
this year who will encourage and challenge the boys as they transition in life going forward.
Confirming the Sharks will pay for all Players and Life Members; with parents contributing $29
for a 2-3 course dinner. Drinks at bar prices.

28 Jul

Round 12

4 Aug

Round 13

11 Aug

Round 14

18 Aug

Semi Finals

25 Aug

Prelim
Finals

1 Sep

Grand
Finals

Summary
Enjoy the long weekend off and we look forward to seeing everyone for Round 8 on the 16th of
June.
If at any stage you have any queries then please don’t hesitate to contact myself.
Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Phone: 0408 367 444
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Team Photos (Fri 21st and Sun 23rd)

THE SHARK ATTACK

U10 Lightening Premiership/Burger Night (U10, Colts, U16 girls)

Presentation Day
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UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Ben Laurence
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allen

Jumper

Surname

Name

Mitchell

Luke

Magnus

Anderson

Cruz

Milton

Flynn

Cox

Joshua

Natsis

Gabriel

De Rooden

Elijah

Radle

Lachlan

Forcadell

Gabriel

Torner

Harrison

Gniel

Alfie

Woollard

Mason

James

Edward

Worthington

Heath

Kinski

Sebastian

Webb

Tyler

Laurence

Thomas

Appleby

Kaiden

UNDER 9 BLACK: Coached by: Blair Hartley
Jumper

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Blackshaw

Rhys

Jumper

Hattwich

Archie

Cahill

James

Hine

Miller

Di Battista

Marcus

Marsh

Hugh

Doolan

Anthony

Newman

Luke

Genever

Ethan

Rigall

Sidney

Giosserano

Alex

Sonderhof

Taylor

Hartley

Jackson

Zosel

Ezra

No Report

Park Orchard v Bulleen Templestowe
I thought the boys lifted to another level today and the intensity on the footy was absolutely
fantastic to see.
Our first quarter saw our captain of day Heath lead our boy with awesome pressure.
Tom took a mark and Flynns Longrun and goals was a highlight, Elijah did a smother and Gabe
F worked hard in the packs.
Second-quarter saw Tyler do a great pass and Mitchell showed tackling pressure.
Sebastian and Magnus encouraged with great talk.
In the third quarter Harrison decided to go for a long run and goal, Alfie did some long kicks to
forwards and Eddie did some awesome tackling. Josh chased and put on pressure while cruz
kicked a goal from great roving.
The fourth-quarter the boys lifted again and lachie did some tackles, Josh defended well and
Elijah forward line pressure was awesome.
Well done boys on a terrific game, I can really see improvements in all of you.
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UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Chris McGinty
Jumper

Name

Surname

Jumper

Name

Surname

1

Cohen

Myers

17

Charles

Whitelock

3

Sam

Caltieri

19

Harry

Waterson-Chappell

5

Jackson

Gadd

21

Lenny

Kilworth

7

London

Masters

25

Darcy

Saunders

9

Jackson

Buchanan

27

Noah

Webb

11

Harrison

Hume

29

Harry

Wilson

13

Jasper

Mijat

31

Charlie

McGinty

15

Maxi

McLeod

Opposition Warrandyte
On Sunday, Under 9 Red ventured out to the very chilly Warrandyte to challenge them for the
day. Going into the game a few of the boys were struggling to get warm but half way through
the first quarter all the boys were running hot. They played hard and fast footy and kept the
home team scoreless until the last 2 minutes of the first term while kicking 2 ourselves.
Throughout the rest of the game, the home team started working better using space on the
wings and quick chip kicking to advance the ball forward. The second and third quarters were
won by Warrandyte.
The final term however, our boys
took the game on and shut down
the run, kicked a few goals of our
own and finished the game on
level terms with the very strong
Warrandyte.
Both teams were evenly matched
and played very smart football.
Player of the match was Darcy
Saunders because of his never
ending effort he instilled into the
game and his 2 goals.
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quarter form right through the game, Ollie worked hard in the second quarter across the half
back line and played well.

U10 RED
PONRPJFC
Parents Supporting Kids

Robbo had a stint up forward and presented well, a couple didn’t stick but he kept at it and
presented continually.
Julian is finding his groove and continuing to develop had a couple opportunities to score but a
desperate Gladiator tackled him and forced a turnover.

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: Damien Noonan
Jumper

Surname

Name

Davis

Jumper

Surname

Name

Elliot

Nicholls

Benjamin

Duffy

Patrick

Noonan

Darcy

Fortington

James

Noonan

Xavier

Hales

Angus John

Prest

Joshua

Hales

Benjamin Alan

Radle

Ryan

Inglese

Will

Robertson

Thomas

James

Henry

Wachter

Kai

Lanza

Oliver

Walsh

Liam

Nicholls

Julian

Robinson

Henry

Park Orchards 7-8-50 def by Glen Iris 3-5-18
Back at Stinton’s this week to great the Glen Iris Gladiators.
With the Gladiators down on numbers we had 8 fantastic players go across and help even up.
The boys continue to play well with maximum effort each week, their attitude is fantastic, even
when asked to either play for the opposition or have a rest on the bench none of them get
upset or whinge such is their team first nature.
Todays game was a little strange one as the opposition had a few players out either unwell
or at church, I was very proud of our boys efforts when playing for the opposition. Even to the
point where we had volunteers. I think they like to take each other on and tackle each other.

Will began the game with a sore knee and started deep but soon wanted to get up the ground
and be in the action, his ball use is always measured and was again today.
Xavier turned it on in the 3rd kicking 3 majors and nearly setting Henry up for one as well, a
casual one hander had the opposition bench shacking their heads as well as a few interesting
words from our assistant coach. The coach wasn’t impressed as he should have used 2
hands……
Presty rolled his ankle in the warmup, it may have slowed him down but didn’t stop his
determination and competitive will, as usual played his strong in and under game.
Liam provided plenty of run today especially of the half back line in the first quarter and again in
the 3rd when playing in the midfield, always in the action Liam suffered a head knock and had
to spend the rest of the game.
Thomas again took his opportunity up forward leading well and providing a target, Henry
spending 2 quarters in the ruck giving us advantage and the centre bounce and providing an
option up forward during the 3rd. James kicking a goal after a great tackle showing his work
rate. Ryan spent a few quarters in defence today and is growing with confidence not afraid to in
and provide lots of pressure.
Kai was fantastic when he had is opportunity in the midfield today providing strong contests
around the ball.
Indiana started today playing for Glen Iris and did a great job giving his all, then when back in
the sharks colors played a great game on the wing in the second getting around the ball and in
the action. Has come a long way in a short time and looks like he is enjoying his footy.
Paddy also had a run with the opposition and looked like he enjoyed tackling a few teammates,
every week plays with high energy and vigour. Elliot another who took on the challenge of
playing with Glen Iris, he was in amongst it on the wing battling super hard giving everything
against the sharks and showing great sportsmanship by doing his best for Glen Iris.

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer

Our game play and sharing of the ball was a highlight again with some fantastic passages of
link up play, second efforts and staying in the contest, Xavier tackle in the midfield where he
bounced back up and received a handball from Kai to release him and deliver forward.
Our physical attack on the ball and our tackle pressure has been fantastic every game Angus &
Ben are key leaders in this area along with Paddy, Darcy laid a fantastic bump on one of Glen
Iris’s key players knocking him over collecting the ball and delivering forward. He was clean
with his use all game.
The first quarter was highlighted with Ben N marking down back and he continued the first

THE SHARK ATTACK
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Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager

THE SHARK ATTACK

Ringwood Volkswagen

481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666
ringwoodvw.com.au | LMCT11064
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¼ Time PO 1-0-6 to Glen Iris 0-0-0
Positive Play- Good marking by Ben N in defence, Great tackle rewarded with a goal to James,
Ollies great hands out of the pack, Great tackle b Darcy to stop a goal
Did Well- Attack on the ball

Free Assessment Night

Do Better-Stick your tackles, Hold your zones

www.bouncehealth.com.au

½ Time PO 3-2-20 to Glen Iris 0-0-0
Positive Play- 2nd effort by Xavier tackle then get up quickly to receive a handball from Kai
drive ball forward and ends in a goal, Julian pressure and second effort, James tackle again,
Did Well- 2nd Efforts, Attack on the ball
Do Better- Stick our tackles, build the wall
¾ Time PO 6-4-40 to Glen Iris 1-0-6
Positive Play- Angus great hustle rewarded with holding the ball, Great tackle by Julian, great
second effort, Clean work by Darcy in the midfield and kick to Xavier for a goal
Did Well-Better tackling, Good hustle,

Monday nights at a Bounce Clinic
For Bounce Sponsored Groups
Come and get a diagnosis and plan
of action from a sports physiotherapist
Just turn up and we will do the rest

6–7pm

EVERY MONDAY
5–10min FREE
ASSESSMENT
& CHECK

Do Better-. Play in front, hold your zones
Final PO 7-8-50 to Glen Iris 3-5-18
Positive Play- Paddy 2 great tackles rewarded with free kicks, Pass bu Presty to Darcy as he
knew he could make it Darcy kicked the goal, Super Smother by Ollie
Did Well- Pressure and hustle
Do Better- Keep forward line open
Goals: 3 Xavier 2 Darcy, 1 Fortington, Robbo
Best: Ben N, Julian N, Xavier N, Darcy N, Ben H, Robbo, Ollie

If you would like to speak to a
physiotherapist please call us on
1300 855 442, or for more information
please visit www.bouncehealth.com.au
BLACKBURN

THE SHARK ATTACK
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 facebook.com/bouncehealth  @bouncehealth

NORTH RINGWOOD

13

ROWVILLE

MT WAVERLEY

*not available at Mt Waverley
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Archie kept finding the ball on the wing
Michael has an uncanny knack of finding a goal when we need it
Charlie had on of his best games in defense
All in all another great team effort & pleased & proud of the boys last half response!
Awards: Beau, Aaron, Alex
Captain: Charlie
Goals. Hudson,Luca,Archie,& Michael

UNDER 10 BLACK: Coached by: Chris Lynch
Jumper

Jumper

Do you have your
membership?

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Baker

Coby

Rowe

Archie

Cronin

Patrick

Troani

Joel

Daley

Lucas

Wilson

Charlie

5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!

Georgostathis

Max

Blackshaw

Aaron

Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,

Kupinic

Alexander

Blackshaw

Beau

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Lynch

Hudson

Noble

Cameron

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

Ottens

Jack

Weeks

Hunter

Phelan

Luca

Muzeen

Cormac

Prichard

Casey

Moore

Michael

Ross

Arlo

Richmond 2 2 14 Def by Park Orchards 4 2 26
The weather gods were again on our side for an early morning start in Richmond
Charlie was captain today and stood tall and marked well to stop an avalanche of Richmond
attacks . Our first half of football was certainly not pleasant to watch !
After a half time bake it was soon discovered half the boys had sleepovers the night before &
obviously not much sleep !
Secondly I had to remind the boys that barracked for Richmond not to kick to them !
It was a new team that rolled out in the second half with the boys kicking four goals to
Richmond’s nil
Was really pleased the boys absorbed half time information & executed on the field for a stirring
victory, Beau & Aaron played there best games yet & there improvement is a pleasure to
witness Coby ,Luca & Arlo are virtually roadblocks across the half back line
Hudson,cam & Alex are becoming an unstoppable presence on the ball.

THE SHARK ATTACK
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Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch
Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Your best interests
Your
best
interests
at heart.
at heart.

4.16
4.16

UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Daniel Bullen
Jumper

Standard Comparison Rate*

Connect Package
Home Loan^
Connect Package
Home Loan^

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Standard Comparison Rate*

If your bank isn’t doing the right thing by you, change to one
you
canbank
feel isn’t
better
about.
If your
doing
the right thing by you, change to one
Our can
Branch
Cheryl Meikle and Mobile Banker
you
feelManager
better about.
Adrian
YongManager
are available
to Meikle
meet you
Our Branch
Cheryl
and Mobile Banker
7
days
a
week.
Drop
into
144
Yarra
Adrian Yong are available to meet you
St,
Warrandyte
phone
7 days
a week. orDrop
into9844
144 2233
Yarra to
find
out more. or phone 9844 2233 to
St, Warrandyte

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Antonellos

Zac

McGowan

James

Arifovic

Keegan

McIntyre

Justin David

Brown

Indy

Nash

Charlie

Bullen

Fynn

Nielsen

Daniel

Daley

Joshua

Paciocco

Luke

Della Gatta

Oscar

Riggall

Jonah

Eastwood

Campbell

Ross

Logan

Farrell

Nate

Shamloo

Liam

Halls

Harry

Sonderhof

Logan

Hamilton

Logan

Thomas

Isaiah

Kinnear

Cash

Wallace

Austin

Mcleod

Samuel

Williamson

Daniel

McDonald

Eamon

Sharks 6.3.39 Def by Hawthorn 9.6.60
QUARTER 1: SHARKS 0.0.00 HAWTHORN 4.0.24
Both the playing group and coaches understood that their move into YJFL Gold Division would
present challenges through the season, and the quality of our opposition was clearly on display
this week as the Sharks were held scoreless in the first quarter against Hawthorn Citizens.
Despite the efforts of Logan Hamilton in the ruck and Charlie Nash in defence, the Sharks were
unable to get hands on the ball and move the ball forward with any efficiency while also unable
to stop Hawthorn’s attacking forays.

bendigobank.com.au
find
out more.
bendigobank.com.au

QUARTER 2: SHARKS 3.2.20 HAWTHORN 5.4.34
Terms, conditions, fees and charges apply. All information, including interest rates, is correct as at 23 July 2018 and is subject to change. Full details available
on application. Lending criteria apply. *The comparison rate displayed is calculated for a loan of an amount of $150,000 over 25 years. WARNING: The
comparison rate is true only for the example given and may not include all fees and charges. Different terms, fees or other loan amounts might result in a
Terms,
feesrate.
and^Offer
charges
apply. All to
information,
rates, is correct
as and
at 23interest
July 2018
is subject
to change. with
Full details
available
differentconditions,
comparison
is available
customersincluding
with new interest
owner occupied,
principal
homeand
loans
above $150,000
a loan to
on
application.
criteria
comparison
displayed
is calculated
a loan ofEligible
an amount
of $150,000
years.
WARNING:
The Offer
valuation
ratio ofLending
up to 80%,
andapply.
three*The
eligible
productsrate
taken
as part of
the ConnectforPackage.
products
cannot beover
from25the
same
product type.
comparison
rate is2019.
true Credit
only forprovided
the example
given and
not include
all feesABN
and11
charges.
Different
terms, fees
or other
loan237879.
amountsA1273617-3
might result in a
ends on 30 June
by Bendigo
andmay
Adelaide
Bank Limited
068 049
178 Australian
Credit
Licence
different
comparison
rate. ^Offer is available to customers with new owner occupied, principal and interest home loans above $150,000 with a loan to
(468757_v4)
(2/04/2019)
valuation ratio of up to 80%, and three eligible products taken as part of the Connect Package. Eligible products cannot be from the same product type. Offer
ends on 30 June 2019. Credit provided by Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited ABN 11 068 049 178 Australian Credit Licence 237879. A1273617-3
(468757_v4) (2/04/2019)
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After rev up from the Coach at quarter time, the boys set about playing the Sharks Way in
the second quarter. Kicking to the car park end, the on-ball division dug in and made a strong
contest as evidenced by Eamon McDonald’s attack on the footy. Our forwards led by Logan
Sonderhof at centre half forward applied pressure and kicked long to keep the ball in our
forward 50m. While Hawthorn also had periods of control, it was the Sharks who were able to

THE SHARK ATTACK
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fight their way back into the contest. Playing in
front of his opponent, Justin McIntyre earned
a free kick on the half time siren to bring the
margin back to a little over two goals.
QUARTER 3: SHARKS 4.2.26
HAWTHORN 8.6.54
The spirit was good at half time with the boys
having fought their way back into the game but
the third quarter started poorly with Hawthorn
kicking away early to put scoreboard pressure
on the Sharks. While our effort had lifted, our
ability to tackle and disrupt our opponent’s
chain of possession fell away. A rare forward
entry late saw Zac Antonellos kick long to the
top of the square where Logan Ross marked
strongly and kicked straight after the siren to
give the Sharks some hope.

Fynn Bullen finds space to kick long
into our forward line.

Isaiah, one of our most consistent players, intercepts
deep in Hawthorn’s forward line.

QUARTER 4: SHARKS 6.3.39
HAWTHORN 9.6.60
Well behind going into the last term, the Coach
asked the boys to forget the scoreboard and
Logan worked tirelessly in the ruck all day.
just play their way. This led to a really strong
last quarter by the Sharks. While the midfield
was able to link well with the halfback line and move the ball forward, our forwards presented
with energy, leading to the Sharks kicking the final two goals of the game to close the margin to
21 points at the siren. All-in-all it was a great lesson for the U11 Red boys on what is required
to be one of the best teams in the Division. Having won two of the last three quarters, we’ll look
to hit the training track on Tuesday with a positive mindset in preparation for our next game
after the long weekend bye.

Do you have your
membership?
5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

Goal Kickers: Indy Brown 1, Logan Ross 1, Justin McIntyre 1, Nate Farrell 1,
Logan Sonderhof 1,
Zac Antonellos 1.
Game Day Captains: Logan Sonderhof & Luke Paciocco
Encouragement Awards: Logan Sonderhof & Eamon McDonald
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Free Assessment Night
www.bouncehealth.com.au

UNDER 11 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram
Monday nights at a Bounce Clinic
For Bounce Sponsored Groups
Come and get a diagnosis and plan
of action from a sports physiotherapist
Just turn up and we will do the rest

6–7pm

Jumper

EVERY MONDAY
5–10min FREE
ASSESSMENT
& CHECK

Surname

Name

Bettiol
Bryant
Dahmen
De Rooden
Di Donato
Di Grazia
Elliott
Fortington
Fry
Hattwich
Hume
Innes

Joshua
Tom
Floyd
Albert
Isaac
Noah
Tom
William
Harvey
Felix
Riley
Beau

Jumper

Surname

Name

Italiano
Knight
Laurence
McCartan
Motteram
Newman
Smith
Stephens
Tasca
Torner
Wheatley

Gabriel
Kai
William
Christian
Lachlan
Jack
Ned
Zane
Daniel
William
Granger

Park Orchards 0.0.0 def by Camberwell 2.4.16
Qtr 1:
Round 7 was played at Stintons Reserve in wonderful conditions for footy. Captain Jonah led
the team out, and started like ‘a house on fire’ with strong pack marking, excellent attack on
the ball, and beautiful long kicking on the run from his post at CHB. Midfielders Alby, Riley and
Gabe rallied behind the skipper, competing with great intent and winning plenty of the ball. Will
F and Isaac ran hard and applied exceptional pressure on their respective wings. The backline
led by Jonah, Ned and Tom B, and well supported by Will L, Kai and Christian was solid,
disciplined and accountable and only conceded 1 straight goal (just seconds before the siren).
Qtr 2:

If you would like to speak to a
physiotherapist please call us on
1300 855 442, or for more information
please visit www.bouncehealth.com.au
BLACKBURN
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Effort and attack on the ball remained strong in the 2nd quarter. Lachie continued to work
hard in the ruck, with some telling hit outs, tackles and outlet handballs to teammates, whilst
midfielders Alby, Christian, Gabe (who took a wonderfully courageous mark) and Will T (also
took a strong contested mark) all ‘cracked in’ enabling the footy to spend extended periods in
the Sharks forward line. Tom E was exceptional on his wing and surely had a bout of ‘leather
poisoning’ at half time. Tom B also had a great first half with awesome run, pressure and
tackling from half back. For the second week running, Josh continued to attack the ball with
great ferocity at CHF, whilst Riley at half forward had another super quarter with countless
running bounces, accurate kicking, and a beautiful diving smother. Ned, Jonah and Floyd
THE SHARK ATTACK
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continued to lead the way in the backline, battling exceptionally hard in their respective
defensive posts and only conceding 1 point for the quarter.
Qtr 3:
Strong effort, accountability and discipline continued in the 3rd quarter, yielding no score from
either team. Jonah moved from CHB to Ruck, and continued his exceptional game with strong
ruck work, marking and defensive spoils. Will L worked hard on the wing, executing a wonderful
smother, not to mention a great tackle that was rewarded with a free kick. Fellow wingman Jack
competed hard and took a strong mark in traffic. Zane and Felix were lively in the midfield,
whilst Ned found plenty of the footy while running on the ball. Lachie marked strongly multiple
times at CHF, and was well supported by Danny and Granger who both applied strong pressure
and tackles in the forward half. The backline led by Alby (full back), Gabe and Riley, and
supported by Will F (who took a wonderful pack mark ) and Beau who had his best quarter for
the game, were extremely disciplined and didn’t concede a single point for entire 3rd quarter.
Qtr 4:
Only 7 points the difference at 3 quarter time, and the arm wrestle continued in the final term.
Whilst the ‘Sharks’ continued to contest hard and put their head over the ball, Camberwell
edged us out in a game that was played in fantastic spirit. Q4 highlights came from Danny who
applied countless savage tackles in the backline, Josh who was like the ‘Rock of Gibraltar’ at
Full Back, Noah who was really active on the wing, collecting disposals and applying great
defensive pressure when required, and Floyd who was really productive in the midfield and
always provides consistent effort. In summary, Riley, Gabe, Ned and Alby delivered great all
round games (again), whilst skipper Jonah took BOG accolades. All in all, the coaches were
extremely proud of the effort, endeavour and determination applied by all Sharks players.

SCREENHOUSE
SCREEN

PRINTING

9359 4077

UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Rob Sette
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Lachlan

Kilworth

Felix

Beach

Max

Leonard

Archie

Bridger

Jacob

Milton

Henry

Di Conza

Riley

Nicholls

Lucas

Dickson

Lachlan

Sestan

Owen

Drummond

Campbell

Sette

Jacob

Foxwell

Austin

Sultana

Jayden

Harvie

Mason

Todero

Dylan

Hirvonen-Blunt

Lukas

Tsoukatos

William

Inglese

Jack

Park Orchards 8.8.56 Def Fitzroy 4.2.26
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$

MEAL

voucher

Dine in our Bistro and
purchase
One Meal & receive the 2nd
Meal for only $5
Second meal of equal or lesser value
from the bistro’s main menu.

Up against last year’s finalist who we were soundly defeated by and bumped us out of the
finals race. Whilst we didn’t want to be too reflective with the boys, we all knew we had a job to
do.

FREE
drink

It’s our shout!
Present this voucher to
receive a drink on us
Valid for a pot of Carlton Draught, Victoria Bitter,
or Cascade Premium Light, Glass of House Wine.
Glass of Soft Drink or Lemon, Lime and Bitters.

00%

1 ofits
of Pr the
Back tounity
Comm

Join us at
Melbourne’s Premier Club
Our facilities include a contemporary bistro, members
lounge, function and meeting rooms, TAB and coffee
shop. With a wide range of entertainment, welcoming
atmosphere, great products and friendly service, we look
forward to seeing you at the Club soon.

Open 7 days a week

Sunday - Wednesday 9am - 1am
Thursday | Friday | Saturday 9am - 3am
Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood
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We started the game with a few niggling injuries and some of the boys down on confidence
from last week’s defeat. Whilst we went in equal at the 1st change it felt like St. Marys may
have had the better of us. Nice goal from Owen to set up the ¼ and Lucas N was marking all in
front of him. Jayden, Jacob B and Campbell all are playing their part in defence.
2nd ¼ was a slog with the opposition getting on top with their strong marking and better
structures seeing them go in 2 goals up at ½ time. The boys were very flat at the main change
and needed a spark to ignite their second half. It was clear the boys run had stalled and were
relying on a few to win the footy, we spelt out to the boys what we hadn’t done but reiterated
to them our quick ball movement and speed would get the game back on our terms. The boys
responded superbly. We slammed on 4 goals to nil in the 3rd with special mentions to Austin,
Felix, Zac and Archie who really set the 3rd term a light.
Going into the final change 10 points up was very encouraging but we knew the job wasn’t
done. We all still had burning feeling inside of last year’s result and the boy’s pride was still on
the line.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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They come home with a wet sail leaving St. Marys to look flat footed and secondary to the
contest. We came out convincing winners with our backs against the wall, with no bench and a
few boys hobbling, the boys sang the song the loudest they have all year as, this win meant a
lot to us all.

On top of all this, we headed to Doncaster to celebrate 50 games for Archie. Congratulations
Archie on your achievement, commitment and continual improvement.

Captain: Jayden

After completely upsetting the side we had selected and giving 3 boys over to Doncaster each
quarter, we had a strong start today which was pleasing and were very unlucky with some
tackles and free kicks. Bryon started in the ruck and with Archie, Tom and Lachy in the middle
there was plenty of power. Our forwards weren’t getting much of an opportunity and with backs
and mid-field seeing all the play. A couple of things we needed to address and work on was
playing in front and manning up. Bruce was having a fantastic quarter (playing for the other
team

Best Players: Mason, Austin, Felix, Campbell, Lucas N, Archie, Jayden, Zac

¼ time – PO 0.0.0 trail Don 1.1.7

Goal Kickers: Archie 2, Felix 2, Will 1, Owen 1, Henry 1, Max 1

In the second quarter the back line of Hamish, Harry, Zac, Jordan James and Charlie were
under siege again and battling hard. Bosco, always in the game was at the bottom of the packs
again, Kenny was showing plenty of promise in his first game and will someone to watch.
Pleasingly, we are starting to put together some great team passes of play which also resemble
what we work on at training as pressure from Hamish created space as he passed to Cruz who
ran on with a handball to Zac over to Max then a kick up the ground to Jack.

Great fight back win boys, we love the fact you are never beaten and have the ability to change
it up when challenged.
Go Sharks

½ time – PO 0.0.0 trail Don 2.6.18

UNDER 12 BLACK: Coached by: Michael James
Jumper

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Allan

Jordan

Jumper

Mc Diarmid

Tom

Arifovic

Cruz

Nicholls

Max

Bradshaw

Byron

Noonan

Hamish

Cameron

Fletcher

Oaks

Lachlan

Ficinus

Elliott

Read

Harrison

James

Archie

Simos

Jacob

Kelly

Sean

Tang

Bosco

Mc Diarmid

Will

Waddy

bruce

Mc Diarmid

Jack

Wilson

Zac

Park Orchards (A) 3. 6. 24 Def Doncaster 2. 6.18
What a crazy week or two we have had. 2 weeks ago, we turned up at Ashburton with 14 boys.
That’s it, bare minimum this week we arrive at Doncaster with 22. 4 new guys in 2 weeks and
there is new hype around the group.
So, this week we welcome Ethan and Kenny to the team. Good luck boys.
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Even thou we hadn’t score in the first half we were right in the game. We just needed to break
a few tackles and be first to the ball. Tom was fantastic in the middle and completely dominated
the second half as his pace was proving a real weapon. Jack across half forward was finding
space to give our forwards good opportunities. Byron having had a run in the ruck was now
busting open the forward line as was Jordan. James was starting to get his mojo back in
his second game and found some space curtesy of a great shepherd from Jordy. Now our
confidence was up all the boys were getting involved and everyone was doing the little things,
talking, shepherds, smoothers and tackling.
Jacob started a great pass of play from half back with a great mark and pass to Max who was
in space. Max found James further afield and with a quick kick out of the pack got he ball to
Jordy who bustled his way forward never taking his eyes off the ball, he gathered the ball to
kick a wonderful team goal.
Our other goal for the quarter came from plenty of forward pressure with Tom, Hamish and
Lachy building a wall that never let Doncaster get past the centre line. James managed a quick
kick out of the pack that found Bruce who took a wonderful pack mark. He then went back to
kick his first goal for the game. The boys really were growing in confidence. Elliot and Will were
both working really well around the ground and when Harry sent a long kick into the forward
line Archie burst through the pack to take a brilliant contested mark. Unfortunately, he was just
too far out to kick a goal in his 50th game.
¾ time - PO 2.2.14 trail Don 2.6.18
Going into the last quarter the boys were on a roll and there was no way they were going to
Doncaster get a sniff. Ethan, playing his first game for the Sharks was growing in confidence as
the game went on to become one of our better players on the day. Lachy and Harry were both
really starting to shine and were having a huge impact on our momentum. Jacob and Sean
were doing some wonderful team things and continue to improve with every game as does
Jack as he took a fantastic intercept mark across half forward to then play on and drive the ball
back into the forwards and when Bosco came bursting thru the pack he kick long to Byron who
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used his strong body perfectly to protect the ball
pick up and goal. We had hit the front and there
was no turning back. All the boys congratulated
Byza and the excitement was amazing.
The passion and pressure with which we then
played the next 6-7 minutes was electric as the
boys are really starting to understand how much
hard work pays off.
Full Time – PO 3.6.24 defeated Doncaster
2.6.18
The most impressive thing about the game
today was the courage that the boys showed to
put the first half behind them to then dominate
the second half.
Also, the sportsmanship shown by our boys to
play for the opposition was fantastic.
Go Sharks
Captains: Archie James (C) James King (VC)
Goal Kickers: Byron Bradshaw – 1, Jordan
Allan – 1, Cruz Arifovic - 1
Best players: Tom McDiarmid, Archie James,
Harry Read, Ethan Manks, Jack McDiarmid,
Cruz Arifovic, Lachy Oakes
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Max, Taity, Flynn and Tymmsy continued to read the play well and were able to intercept
Ashburton’s forward attacks. Our challenge was still that we pushed too far forward and were
being caught out on the fast rebound. This is something we can again work on at training.

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

But our forays into the forward line were strong, with the Tom providing a target, Jack, Harley
and Lachie D busy, and Sammy with repeated entries.
We deserved our half time lead of 3.2 to 2.3.

UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny
Jumper

Surname

Name

Albers

Daniel

Di Conza
Dominko

Jumper

Surname

Name

Prest

Samuel

Lachlan

Quinn

Lachlan

Max

Rossimel

William

Fortington

Jack

Smillie

Josh

Galstians

Jake

Smith

Cooper

Galstians

Joshua

Stephens

Joel

Holt

Andrew

Stumpf

Gabriel

Hutchinson

Flynn

Tait

William

Kenny

William

Tymms

Jacob

Nitz

Oliver

Worthington

Thomas

Park Orchards 8.5.53 def Ashburton 6.6.42
Sundays game against Ashburton was certainly another hard fought won, with the spirit and
determination of the boys seeing us run out victors in the end, 8.5.53 to Ashburton 6.6.42
Another positive build up in the rooms saw the boys energised and with our game theme of
being ‘RELENTLESS’ ringing in their ears.

Pre-game, the team had determined what they believed playing with pressure would look like
on the field; tackles, smothers, voice, run and effort. Half time gave us an opportunity to reflect
upon this and measure where we were at.
There was no doubt that the Galstians, Josh S, Ollie and Dan were ticking all of these KPIs!
The third quarter saw the ball zinging from end to end, as the game went up a notch. Joel and
Taity attacked the ball with the relentlessness that we wanted….Ollie kicked a goal of the year
contender as he was causing Ashburton a headache at Full forward, and Gabe’s run was again
silky.
¾ time saw us again with a 5 point lead 5.5.35 to 4.6.30
The last quarter was frenetic. Centre clearances were going both ways…the spirit of the boys
again could not be questioned. But Ashburton hit the front with two quick goals.
Enter Cooper.
A contender for the mark of the year in the pocket was followed by a beautiful kick and goal….
Although falling behind was not in our game plan, our last ten minutes of relentless footy was,
as we quickly sped out to a handy lead.
Smart football from Joel and Wil and Sammy and Flynn in Red time, and Jake’s peskiness,
saw us control the ball for the last five minutes and finish winners by 11 points…..three in a row
for the boys, who have responded so positively and enthusiastically since their big loss a few
weeks back.
Our next game, against Banyule, will be another terrific test…..but the lads are up to the
challenge!
Congratulations to all of the boys, especially Harley on his first game with the Sharks.

However, once again, we were unable to tick our KPI of ‘first goal’.
Ollie was playing under the influence of a chest infection, and started in defence while big Andy
took over the ruck and was dominating, providing Josh, Josh and Jake with opportunities to
send us forward and they were relentless! Harley, in his first game for the team, was proving
active up forward, hitting the ball hard.
Our defence was under pressure, but as they do every week, they stood tall under pressure,
and provided run and spread, turning defence into attack. However, despite having many inside
50s, we were behind at quarter time 0.1.1 to 1.2.8.
The second quarter saw us return to the structured, smart football that is our trademark. Josh S
and Josh G were pivotal as always, while Rossy was leading well. Gabe was staring to provide
us with run on one wing, while Will K spread wide and was able to provide a target on the other.
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UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill
Jumper

Surname

Name

Bastin

Jumper

Surname

Name

Connor

Mackay

Max

Bertram

Kye

Mahadeva

Barathan

Blake

Adam

Postill

Oliver

Blaser

Daniel

Sedawie-McKell

Layne

Bugler

Oscar

Sherriff

Lachlan

Cahill

Joshua

Van Winckel

Samuel

Doherty

Finn

Vigo

Adam

Draeger

Nathan

Wallace

Bailey

Jackson

Ben

Lever

Raphael

King

Brady

Park Orchards 1.2.10 defeated by Fitzroy 7.2.44
We hosted Fitzroy at home. Finn was our Captain this week, some good recognition for him
after a few good games in a row and some great effort at training in sub zero temperatures
during this last week.
First quarter we had plenty of the ball and held it in our forward line for about the first 7 mins of
the game. We were a bit too cute with our ball use, rather than playing the percentages and
we turned the ball over without scoring. Fitzroy were able to capitalise and kicked a couple of
quick goals.
Was a similar story for the 2nd and 3rd quarters. We allowed a few uncontested marks in our
defensive line and Fitzroy were good enough to score a few goals as a result. At times we
rushed our disposal and created turnovers which kept us out of the game.
The boys sprung to life in the last quarter and found their rhythm. There were a few passages
of play where we looked a million bucks, we ran and linked up, led to space and moved the
ball with an element of control. Nathan scored a beautiful long goal to capitalise on the ball
movement and was unlucky not to score another one.
The story of our season so far is we struggle at times to play 4 quarters, when we do, we lack
just a bit of polish to capitalise on our opportunities. Individually I see improvement in the boys
game, we just need to be able to put it all together at the same time across the 19 players.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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Many Thanks to Archie L and Henry M who played for us form the U12 R Team. They made a
great contribution to the Team and gave us a lift when we needed one.
Some mentions for this week:
Sam V - Had a good game. Was given the job at CHB for the second half and played really
well, paid close attention to his opponent and did not give him an inch, shutting him out of the
game.
Adamo - Had a go forward and was dangerous, before being moved to defence. He
outsmarted taller opponents a number of times with clever use of his body. A creative forward
and a super defensive unit, great combination for a coach to have at his disposal.
Shezza - Played mostly defence for the game. Lachie has improved his run and attack on
the footy this year. He kept his opponent quiet all day and did a lot of good work off the ball,
blocking for his opponents.
Dan - Played back and forward and did well at both ends. Used his body super well in a
memorable marking contest to protect the ball drop and keep his opponent at bay. Some good
disposal by foot around the ground too.
Ollie - was up to his eyeballs in it. The general of our back line he helped set up play and
intercept entries into our defensive line. Has strung together 3 or 4 really solid games in a row.
Kye - played all over the place, back line, on the ball, fwd. Broke free at half forward and ran
into space only to have the half time siren deny his shot on goal. Was aggressive in tackles and
putting his body on the line.
Archie L -Had him in the back pocket for a half. Played super well, composed against bigger
opposition, took some great marks to and help generate some play for us.
Josh - played forward for the game. Gave us a target and competed well for the ball. His
marking is getting stronger and his attack on the footy and quick hands to release to a team
mate were impressive.
Layne - Attacked and chased hard all day. Broke free at one point and nearly kicked goal of
the day. Layne used his pace to generate run for us and to chase down the opposition.
Oscar - Was good for us on ball. Had a great run in the last quarter to run through the centre
and kick the ball long into our forward line in the last quarter.
Connor - was great again this week. Found plenty of the ball, led to space and created for us.
Connor has a great knack for getting is arm free in a tackle and to get a handball out to keep
the ball alive for us. Building some solid form.
Finn - Led the Team from the front. Presented well, took a few nice marks and fought hard for
the ball. Has really turned the corner this last few weeks in terms of form and confidence.
Adam - was up forward for us. Fought hard to keep the ball in our 50. His positioning was
really good, kept himself in front of his opponent and did not get dragged up the ground. Only
a matter of time before he marks a long bomb in and kicks a goal.
Ben - Played all over the place. Was good at CHB, gave us a contest in the ruck and was
a target for us up forward. His leading patterns are great and gives us options as we move
forward and gave us some great contests in the ruck.
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Raph - A bit under the weather, but played a great game in the back line. Reads the play so
well and rebounds the ball out of the back line. Had a quarter in the ruck, giving us first look at
the ball from ruck contests.

50 year beanie and cap

Nathan - Another great game. Was in the ruck and back line. Gave us a real presence around
the ball when in the ruck and solid as a rock in defence. Kicked a great goal from a beyond the
arc.

These are available for $15 each from
Domeney canteen or via the merchandising
store on teamapp and website.

Brady - Played forward for much of the game. Fought hard for the footy and gave us a
presence around the packs in the fwd line. Was strong with his body and getting first to the ball
around the ball ups.
Henry - Played well on the wing, was involved in a lot of clearance work around the ground and
was strong through the hips getting the ball forward for us.
Barra - Played well around the ball, takes the game on, has a natural flair for getting and using
the footy. Came off half way through the 3rd quarter after a heavy knock.
Bailey - Mr In and Under. Has been really good for us this year on the ball and plays that
defensive forward role really well. Strong over the footy, his disposal has improved a lot this
year.
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goal also in the last. Charlie VB competed well all day with us giving him a job on one of Surry
more agile players and we asked Humey to do the same. JT continued on his merry way,
talking this intercepting marks across hall back.
In the end Surrey were too strong for us on the day and we have encouraged our boys to get to
training to keep improving the skills required and effort we all would like to see.
With an exciting next few games it will be a great test for our boys to see where they are at and
I am sure the natural talent of this group will begin to come through.

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey
Jumper

Surname

Name

Adama

Acelin

Jumper

Surname

Name

Morcom

Tom

Baldori

Joshua

Oakes

Bradley

Broadbent

David

Parrott

Matthew

Dempsey

James

Pollock

Oscar

Foxwell

Joel

Rees

Thomas

Hume

Bradley

Ridley

Tige

Kilkenny

Tobias

Smith

Zac

King

Fraser

Sonderhof

William

Lee

Sebastian

Tovey

Joshua

A little hard work on the track will reap the rewards boys!!
Goals – Pollock 2, Tige 1, King 1, Foxwell 1, Dempsey 1.

Park Orchards 6.7.43 def by surrey park 11.9.75
Well the away team specialists today ventured to YJFL headquarters and played Surry Park at
Bulleen Park on a great day for football.
With little to no wind and even some warmth, Ace was Captain today and we new it was going
to be a great test to see where our boys were at as Surry Park had equal wins with us.
We lost our ever reliable back-man Brad Oakes early to an ankle injury so played the day with
17. These 17 boys put on a brave showing all day with Surrey getting the jump on us early.
Dave Broadbent was doing some great work on a wing this week, Demps started at full forward
with Matty Parrott next to him in the square. With some good pieces of play from the boys we
went into Qtr time even with the boys pegging a couple of goals with Demps and Fraser kicking
one each.
The second qtr saw Surrey get a couple of goals in front, and this tested our team as not often
this season have we had to come from behind. Unfortunately we didn’t kick any goals in this
qtr although we did see some great play with linking handball between Tommy Rees, Foxy and
Sonders.
With Seb and Zac putting on some good shepherds following last weeks game, we saw Morcs
keep the ball in front of him under some pretty intense pressure from the opposition. Osc
continued to crash the packs looking to take the marks and this saw him snag a couple of goals
in the 3rd and 4th. Joel also snagged a goal in the 3rd along with Tige who also managed a
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SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Rob Clark
Jumper

Surname

Name

Breen

Boaz (Bo)

Jumper

Surname

Name

Osborne

Beau

Box

Sam

Prunty

Harrison

Clark

Mitchell

Ramage

Lucas

D'Alberto

James

Sette

Ben

Evangelista

Remi

Smith

Daniel

Jones

Rhys

Vermeulen Brown

Charles

Keane

Blake

Waddy

Ben

Leaumont

Jacob

Warne

Liam

Lynch

Oscar

White

Daniel

Maynes

Brodie

Paciocco

Robbie

After halftime we tried a few different moves. Remi gave us a spark in the middle. Liam
was lively on his wing. Brodie was under packs & Jacob continued his fine season as an
interceptor. Bo B was attacking the ball as we have asked him to do & he is improving every
week. Our other Beau was hampered by a knock earlier but he tried at every contest & was
brave across the day. We struggled to get the ball forward but certainly not through a lack of
will. The margin was 13 goals at 3/4 time.
One thing that we are very proud of is the continued effort all the way through to the end of
the games. We wanted that again today. Mitch was exceptional winning a crucial 2-on-1 for
another goal by Dan S who had moved forward. Lucas playing a bit sore continued to show
fight, grit & determination. Blake just runs & runs & began to really look good on the ball.
Harry was exceptional. again. In the end, we lost the last quarter by only 1 point so really
pushed them right to the end.
Today we demonstrated our skills which we have been working hard at training - leadings,
kicking, moving. We do need to come with our very best competitive effort right from the first
bounce so that will a focus next week.
Go SHARKS!
Captains: Robbie & Liam
Goal Kickers: Harry, Dan W, Dan S, Ben W
Best players: Harry, Ben W, Dan S, Rhys, Mitch, James, Ben S, Jacob

Park Orchards 4.0.24 def by Camberwell 13.13.91
Round 7 for us was at Camberwell & we looked to continue the good form that we have
displayed the past fortnight.

Do you have your
membership?

Robbie & Liam were the captains this week. Both have been in good goal-kicking form over
the first few weeks. They talked about manning up & 2nd efforts.
We started well enough, matching Camberwell on the scoreboard initially but then our intensity
& competivieness just dropped off & we found ourselves almost 5 goals down at 1/4 time.
Harry was his usualy busy self & Ben W was showing good signs up forward & Dan W had
taken a nice mark & converted truly.

5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

We implored the boys to be competitive. Hard over the ball. Tackle. Demonstrate all we had
been working on at training. We did put in a lot more effort but it was becoming increasingly
obvious that Camberwell’s bigger bodies were going to be hard to stop. We kicked a goal
through Ben W who finished off good work from Mitch & Robbie with good leads & passes.
Harry’s goal was a fantastic display of skill running onto the loose ball & slotting it from 40m
out. Rhys had had a good first half as had Ben S through the middle. Dan S was playing his
best game in the backline being very disciplined & composed. James was taking on opponents
all across the ground with Oscar as great backline support. But the halftime score showed us
to be 7 goals behind.
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marking option up forward. The opposition threw everything at the boys in this quarter but our
tackle pressure, defensive play and then rebounding with switching the ball through the middle
and hitting targets proved too much for them.
QTR 4

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Glen Mason
Jumper

Surname

Name

Appleby

Jumper

The last quarter I challenged the boys to kick 4 goals without the opposition scoring. With the
wind and rain now upon us, it was going to prove difficult but as the boys do, they responded
and kicked 4 goals with the opposition kicking a point. Greythorn came into game no doubt
thinking they would win since coming up a division on top and our boys playing 16, but like I
said to the team, give them a reality check with our intensity and run and this proved too much
for them. Another great win, a team first attitude with multiple goal kickers and the team is
growing in confidence with the ability to play different positions they may not have in the past.

Surname

Name

Rhonan

McLeod

Zachary

D'souza

Shannon

Morgan

Jeshua

Goal Kickers: Cooper Trembath 3, Zac MacLeod, Noah Taylor, Brodie Knight, James
Mason and Jake Trembath 2, Alex Macracanis 1

Dickenson

Ryan

Postma

Lachlan

Well played boys!

Dickson

Kane

Smeed

Ryan

Dimauro

Angelo

Taylor

Noah

Duffy

Ben

Trembath

Cooper

Knight

Brodie

Trembath

Jake

Li

Kevin

Tymms

Isaac

Macrokanis

Alexander

Watts

Liam

Mason

James

Hoping to get Dicko, Ange and Kevin back after the bye.

Park Orchards 14.9.93 def Greythorn 4.2.26
QTR 1
The challenge for the boys this week was playing only 16 per side with 3 boys unavailable.
The boys last week lacked run and handball so we asked them to use more handball. Our
midfielders delivered with James, Maca, Jesh and Cooper giving us first use of the football and
bringing more players into the game with outstanding handball. I challenged Rhonan before the
game to ensure he keep his feet more and he did giving off a great handball under pressure
and being a dangerous option up forward. Ghostie playing as a small forward this week was
very good with his hands and was a real headache for the opposition.

5

$

MEAL

voucher

Dine in our Bistro and
purchase
One Meal & receive the 2nd
Meal for only $5
Second meal of equal or lesser value
from the bistro’s main menu.

QTR 2

FREE
drink

It’s our shout!
Present this voucher to
receive a drink on us
Valid for a pot of Carlton Draught, Victoria Bitter,
or Cascade Premium Light, Glass of House Wine.
Glass of Soft Drink or Lemon, Lime and Bitters.

This quarter our defenders gave us fantastic rebound with Kane his best game for the year
playing half back, Jake off the other flank, Shannon, Liam, Ben and Tymmsy hitting the contest
hard made it very hard for the opposition but also gave our forwards in Noah, Brodie, Lachie
and Zac room to move with quick ball movement.
QTR 3
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Join us at
Melbourne’s Premier Club
Our facilities include a contemporary bistro, members
lounge, function and meeting rooms, TAB and coffee
shop. With a wide range of entertainment, welcoming
atmosphere, great products and friendly service, we look
forward to seeing you at the Club soon.

Open 7 days a week

Sunday - Wednesday 9am - 1am
Thursday | Friday | Saturday 9am - 3am
Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019

We had Josh Toovey and Bradley Hume join us from the U14’s to give us a bench and they
certainly contributed with Brad playing tight in defense and Josh creating another strong

00%

1 ofits
of Pr the
Back tounity
Comm

Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood

THE SHARK ATTACK

Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood
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We asked the boys to maintain their pressure and to look for options to switch the ball.
The third quarter was much like the second, a competitive game where we managed to get on
top for periods and were unable to convert kicking 1.4 to Camberwell’s 2.1. There were some
really positive passages of play with hard running from our backmen creating options to switch
the play and although we were behind on the scoreboard 52-35 we were really in the game.

COLTS BLACK: Coached by: Nick Kouteris
Jumper

Surname

Name

Cormack

Jumper

Surname

Name

Luke

Pellinger-Riley

Brock

We came out hard on the last quarter and closed the gap to 6 points after kicking 2 quick goals
and although we had the run of play a few costly turnovers and some decisions not going
our way resulted in Camberwell hitting back and a late goal increased the margin and didn’t
represent the closeness of the contest.
Our focus over the next few weeks is to keep developing the playing group and building their
confidence so that we’re able to get back to our winning ways. We realise that getting to
training is difficult for players however being there is critical to us being able to play as a team
so please make every effort to be there at least one day a week.

Draffin

Tobey

Blaser

Joseph

Goal kickers: A Markic-Smith 2, L Cormack, A Hood, B Harrisson, O Halls

Harrisson

Ben

Kelly

Lochlan

Best players: L Cormack, J Blaser, A Markic-Smith, W Fasan, E Phillips, A Hood

Jury

Lachlan

Fasan

William

Kouteris

Charlie

Hardacre

Liam

McMahon

Bailey

Di Simone

Sebastian

Phillips

Edward

Parrott

Lachlan

Scott

Brayden

Mcintyre-Wilson

Billy

Skien

Cayden

Markic-Smith

Adam

Choveaux

Timothy

Appleby

Mason

Haas

Jordan

Halls

Oscar

Reuben

Saxone

Hood

Aden

Park Orchards 6.12.48 def by Camberwell 10.9.69
Another away game at Camberwell and this week we had Luke Cormack take on the role of
captain. We were coming off a disappointing loss and Camberwell were fresh from a big defeat,
although we knew that the teams were closely matched based on past results. Camberwell had
also requested we play 16 players (even though they had 17 available) so rotations would be a
focus for us.
We started the first quarter well with repeat entries into our forward line however were unable to
convert and after the first five minutes had kicked 1 goal 4 points (1.4). Conversely, Camberwell
started to find their rhythm and went forward and kicked goals and by the end of the first
quarter they led 19 -10.
The second quarter we kept pushing forward and even though we kicked 2.3 we should have
scored more and with Camberwell kicking 3.2 and some questionable umpiring, we came into
half time trailing 39-25.
During the half-time break we spoke to the boys about not getting frustrated with the umpires
and the commitment was made to let the umpires do their job and take the good with the bad.
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the win. We lacked pressure at the ball, we were lousy with our field kicking, we couldn’t buy a
clean mark in the air. And then we got worse.
We were second to the ball, we were panicking when we had it, we missed tackles and the only
thing keeping us in the game was that Warrandyte couldn’t score.
At half time we led 2 . 8 . 20 to Warrandyte 1.4 10.

COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Archer
Jumper

Surname

Name

Hartnet

Jumper

At ¾ time we had fumbled our way to 2.13.25 to 1.5 11. At the huddle the clear and blunt
message from the coaches was that the result was up to the boys. They could knuckle down
and win it or accept a loss. That was the choice.
At this time the dark clouds of the Final Apocalypse rolled over the ground, the rain pelted
down, the lights came on and Izzy Tout fleeced me of a packet of lollies as cleanly as I have
ever been had. But the boys increased their work rate.

Surname

Name

Jack

Archer

Jackson

Thorn

Thomas

Conlan

Jack

Final quarter goals to Sonders and Thorny gave us enough of a break to resist a final lunge by
a brave Warrandyte team 4.13 37 to 3.8 26.

Wallis

Matthew

Cullen

Jack

Not the prettiest win but a win none the less.

Rossimel

Jack

Gill

Ben

Sonderhof

Thomas

Hartnett

Max

Can anyone explain why The Goose from Ivan Hole was hanging around our huddle at
¾ time ?

Foxwell

Owen

Hickey

Declan

Faulkner

Matthew

Leonard

Jake

Brown

Jesse

Newton

William

Ameer

Henry

Ryan

Zach

Smith

Nicholas

Spiteri

McLaren

Linkin

Samuel

Park Orchards 4.13.37 def Warrandyte 3.8.26
The struggle is real and it continues. Once again our numbers are compromised by injury
and unavailability. Neither is in our control as some of the players are required for higher level
sporting commitments and we always wish them the very best. So to Jack Rossimel selected
in the Victorian Under 16 Vic Metro team we all wish you the very best for the carnival. Grasp
the opportunity with both hands, enjoy every minute of it and know we are all in your corner.
To Owen Foxwell, heading into the Classic Basketball Tournament we also extend the same
wishes to you and hope you have an outstanding tournament.
To our injured players, get better quickly!!!

Do you have your
membership?
5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

Warrandyte had recently been promoted to our Division and were pretty keen to impress
themselves upon the league. The day had dawned far brighter than we were led to expect but
storms were gathering.
So with our 19 players we took to the field. The game started brightly for us with Wally and Sam
Linkin kicking 2 goals in the first 7 minutes. Then, nothing. Nothing at all in terms of goals.
They were our only majors until half way through the final quarter.
To the onlookers it seemed we believed we had rolled up and that should be enough to ensure
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We put the pressure on Ashburton early scoring as our forwards combined well to get the job
done all day. Old speedy super boot Sienna P was electric up forward kicking three goals for
the day – one in each of the first three quarters. If it wasn’t for our team of sports scientists,
she may not have come off early in the last and who knows, she may have kicked a major in
the last. Regardless it was a great game. Sienna was very well supported by those around her
though. The likes of Bianca, Charlotte P, Charlise, Zara & Grace D’s attack on the footy was
exciting to watch and Mia SJ was pivotal in her attack on the footy as usual. All our forwards
tackled well, were first to the footy and were never out of it.

GIRLS UNDER 12: Coached by: Jason Dove
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Grace

King

Allie

Phelan

Charli

McInerney

Scarlett

Keaney

Gemma

Peterson

Charlotte

Dempsey

Tia

Pollock

Sienna

Keaney

Charlotte

Saunders

Ella

Bettiol

Grace

Scott

Jaide

Bosna

Mia

Spencer-Jones

Mia

Cannon

Amber

Spencer-Jones

Bonnie

Dawson

Grace

Tovey

Indianna

Doolan

Charlise

Clowes

Ava

Dove

Zara

Smith

Sienna

Harvie

Willow

For me, the critical moments came out of our back line. Ava followed the footy everywhere
and was hard at it all day, Indi kept racking up the rebound positions, using long kicks to drive
it forward and Sienna S, Bonnie, Ella and Willow knew where to position themselves and made
the most of every opportunity. To their credit, our back line did not let the opposition score
which was remarkable given the evenness of the game. We scored one goal in each quarter,
which was the difference – we certainly did not blow them away at any time during the match.
Therefore, to anyone who played on the back line well done on your efforts!
Worth mentioning too the goal kicked by Ella which was a beautiful snap from the pocket.
Congratulations Ella.
It was a tough match with both teams going in hard for the ball. We played harder for longer
which is our number one objective for the season. Everyone played their roles well from the
start to the finish which was pleasing to see. It’s this sort of teamwork that will take us a long
way this season.
Well played and lets keep it up.
Go SHARKS!
Captains: Jaide Scott & Scarlett McInerney
Goal Kickers: Sienna Pollock 3, Ella Saunders
Opposition Medal: Mia Spencer Jones
‘Drink Award’: Scarlett McInerney

Sharks 4.4.28 Def Ashburton 0.0.0

McDonalds Awards: Ella Saunders & Allie King

Our recent good form saw us arrive at the Burwood Reserve full of confidence and
determination to take on a team we had not played before in Ashburton. The sun came out, the
ground was in great condition and we had our minds set on making it three wins in a row.

Best Players: Too many to mention.

We were missing four players for the game in Mia B, Charlotte K, Tia & Amber leaving us with
one interchange. We welcomed Zara & Sienna Smith back into the squad after missing last
week and we assigned two players the role of joint captains in Scarlett & Jaide. The girls gave
some excellent words of advice to their team in the rooms before the game before they led the
girls out for the toss of the coin.
Both Jaide and Scarlett started in the middle and played important roles in getting us off
to a good start. Jaide controlled the midfield whilst Scarlett ruck roved, following the ball
everywhere. Our captains were terrific again and Scarlett went on to win the ‘Drink’ award
again setting the example for her tackling and pressure she applies around the ball. These
girls were well supported by Grace B and Allie who were also dominant playing in a number of
roles and doing a lot of the hard work around the ball.
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A bee sting to Zoe an eye injury to Jayde & a sprained ankle to Haylee meant we were on our
last legs but held on bravely!

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

We’ve had great success this year with our Captains having a massive impact on the game
& Maddie Moran today was no exception! She had a brilliant second quarter and continued
throughout the day to win every contest & ultimately helped win us the game!
I would be remiss in not mentioning her high achieving cohorts with Mia, Charlie , Zoe & Haylee
all proving once again that they are a force to be reckoned with!

GIRLS UNDER 13: Coached by: Tim Rule
Jumper

Surname

Name

Bastide

Jumper

Surname

Name

Haylee

Moran

Madeline

Brimelow

Charlotte

Peters

Jayde

Coad

Eden

Rule

Lacey

Green

Charlotte

Rule

Tegan

Knight

Demi

Servinis

Mia

Lomen

Alicia

Smith

Amy

Mcleod

Amber

Stone

Bethany

Mercer

Lily

Duffy

Amy

Miriklis

Zoe

Guerrero

Rafaela

We go into the break 4 & 3 with a lot of work in front of us but ready for the task !
Thanks heaps to Ruth, Will & Harry who continue to make my life so much easier.
Enjoy the break! Go Sharks

Sharks. 3.1.19 Def Comets 2.4.16
Yes another close one & one that may have slipped but for some really good work from all our
girls!
Our first game this season at Domeney and we fronted up with 15 players, luckily Kew only had
13 so we evened up & played 13 a piece! That takes a toll on all the girls & what turned out to
be a warmish afternoon we had most blowing at the end !
Kew had the best of us in the first quarter kicking 1 & missing a few !
With no wind to speak of they pressed forward on numerous occasions making life really
difficult for us ! They were intent on keeping the game close and the second quarter was
frustrating in that we had a lot of the ball but were lacking a target up forward!
The highlight of the quarter however was a Charlotte Brimelow special goal on the run playing
center half back no less !
We stayed out In the sun at half time and the third quarter was a lot like the second with us
having the majority of the ball and when Haylee Bastide ran into goal we’d hit the front !
Tegan Rule had been swung forward in the last and as is her want proved a good target also
after her goal we thought we had the Comets covered! That was soon to be put to the test as
they got their second soon after and we had to cling to a slender lead with a few minutes to go.
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Qtr 4:

SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

DentalArt

GIRLS UNDER 14: Coached by: Mike Newton
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

With Beverley Hills kicking to the scoring end and the Sharks holding a two goal lead we were
far from home. The game stepped up a notch after Beverley Hills scored an early goal, the
Sharks need a score to create a buffer.
A behind gave us some breathing room, however the Lions were able to respond with a behind
of their own. In the dying seconds of the game Beverley Hills were awarded a 25 meter penalty
and a long kick pout them into the forward line. Thankfully the siren sound and the Shark were
the victors.
It was great to see the Sharks sing the song after a well earnt win.
Goal Kickers: Ava, Holly and Remy

Surname

Name

Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Madison

Newton

Charlotte

Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Archer

Remy

Parry

Tess

Cameron

Lily

Pote

Starly

Dryden

Alkira

Savage

Ashleigh

Goodman

Madison

Shamloo

Michaela

Hansen

Holly

Cooper

Jade

Innifer

Madison

Bett

Ellisha

Holt Oaks

Amy

Bett

Sienna

Leonard

Ava

Brown

Priya

Your best interests
Your
best interests
at heart.
at heart.

4.16
4.16

Standard Comparison Rate*

Connect Package
Home Loan^
Connect Package
Home Loan^

Park Orchards 3.4.22 def Beverley Hills 2.4.16

Standard Comparison Rate*

Qtr 1:
The Sharks travelled to Zerbes Reserve to take on Beverley Hills. It was a great chance for the
girls to get a win in what to date has been a challenging season. We had asked the girls to put
pressure on their opposition with their tackling, which we had practiced earlier in the week. The
Sharks started strongly dominating the first quarter, holding the ball in their forward line and
Ava scoring a goal to take a single goal lead into the first quarter.
Qtr 2:
The second quarter saw the Sharks continue to display their dominance. They were all linking
well and working together as a team. A goal was set for the girls to lay 10 tackles. Lilly almost
reached this figure by herself with 7 tackles in the quarter. The pressure was working a treat
and the scoreboard showed the results with the Sharks leading 2.1.13 to 0.2.02 going into the
long break, after Holly was able to score a goal.

If your bank isn’t doing the right thing by you, change to one
you
canbank
feel isn’t
better
about.
If your
doing
the right thing by you, change to one
Our
Branch
Cheryl Meikle and Mobile Banker
you can
feelManager
better about.
Adrian
Yong
are
available
to Meikle
meet you
Our Branch Manager Cheryl
and Mobile Banker
7
days
a
week.
Drop
into
144
Yarra
Adrian Yong are available to meet
you
St,
Warrandyte
phone
7 days
a week. orDrop
into9844
144 2233
Yarra to
find
out
more.
St, Warrandyte or phone 9844 2233 to
bendigobank.com.au
find
out more.
bendigobank.com.au

Qtr 3:
Down to 12 players with Ava being ruled out for the rest of the game after a head knock, the
Sharks faced a regular weekly challenge; could they hold onto a lead as they tired. As always
the girls were up for the challenge extending their lead after Remy kicked a goal. A late goal
from Beverley Hills kept the game alive.
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In the words of Coach Tim, Banyule were providing a great contest and and were providing
plenty of numbers at the contest, so we needed to break their congestion. Banyule’s team roar
to start the 2nd quarter meant they would come out firing again.

GIRLS UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Tim Livingstone

Lana controlled the ruck from the first bounce with her tap downs to the running midfield which
allowed Kristen and Nat to continue to run, bounce, run and open up plays in the Sharks
forward half. Relentless pressure and defensive stoppages from Courtney, Taliah and Petra,
released Mia to set up the forward line with some fantastic switching of play. The result was
more attack, great passing and accurate kicking at goal by Jorja, Jasmine and Petra, each
kicking a goal this quarter.
At the end of the 2nd Quarter/ 1st half, Sharks (5.3.33) to Banyule (0.2.2)

6

Alannah Boell

23

Jasmine Taylor

9

Mia McAuliffe

17

Taliah Cameron

The 3rd Quarter was one of strategy and set plays. With Chloe sitting on the bench with
Sophie, due to the Flu, the Sharks took on Banyule 1 player down, so the coaches rotated
again. One of the plays of the day came from Banyule’s only score in the 3rd Qtr-(1 point)
where Jasmine took on the player running from deep in the backline handballed to Jorja who
ran and bounced and drove the ball long to Petra who took a fabulous overhead mark. The
ball was now on the wing with 1 kick. The ball moved quickly to the ever-persistent Jade and
Courtney, who’s improvement in their 2nd efforts are becoming highlights at every game.
Lauren took 2 fantastic overhead marks in front of the coaches box, played on and hit Chelsea
on the chest. Chels, spun around and speared the ball to Lana in the goal square for 1 of her 2
goals for the Quarter. Precision footy Sharks!

10

Matilda Rae

32

Petra Edwards

The Sharks ended the 3rd term (7.4.46) to Banyule (1.3.9)

11

Sophie Harvie

12

Flynn Peters

Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

2

Kristen Bertoldi

14

Jade Hutchinson

18

Courtney Murray

16

Natalie Broadbent

4

Jorja Livingstone

20

Chelsea Dunoon

5

Chloe Lee

22

Lauren Knowles

Zoe Douglas

Dakota Hoen

Park Orchards 8.9.57 def Banyule 2.4.16
The dreaded flu, a jetsetter and a 16th Birthday party looked like it was going to take its toll
on the Reds this week. Team Manager Kat, frantically sent messages for any last-minute
withdrawals, but as per normal the Sharks fighting spirit meant with an extra application of
Vicks, Panadol and some Gatorade, we scrapped in 16 players. Led by newly elected Captain
Jorja, Vice-Captain- Lana and Deputy Vice-Captain- Jasmine, the girls ran onto the undulating
patchy Banyule Wetlands ready for Banyule.
From the first bounce, Banyule came in very tough and tried their best to impose their
physicality. Although not feeling the best, Dakota had other ideas, keeping her feet,
shepherding and winning every contest. Flynn controlled the backline with ferocity, defensive
prowess and booming drop punts to break the Banyule congestion.
Jorja and Kristen’s running game was outstanding and set up our first goal with a brilliant
passage of play to Mia who ran on kicked the ball with pin-point-millimetre perfection to Chloe.
Chloe, whilst not feeling the best let her right foot do the talking, splitting the big posts for our
1st goal. Our 2nd goal came at the hands of Chelsea who in ‘Tom Brady’-Quarterback style
received a brilliant hand ball and set up another great play, resulting in Lauren marking truly
and kicking a goal.

The girls were pretty tired going into the last quarter. Again, with one player down the coaches
demanded the girls be efficient with the ball and see the game through to the final siren. Zoe
was fantastic presenting in front of her player and keeping the ball live for the zippy Nat, who
continued to drive her legs, winning the ball in the last quarter. Chelsea, had another ripping
passage of play beating 2 on 1, disposing of one player, smothering a kick from the 2nd player
and winning and clearing the ball to her teammates. Jasmine, Petra and Taliah continued their
toughness in the middle, running through, baulking and weaving players, unleashing balls to
our runners. To end what was a tough and tiring game for the Reds, Kristen received a great
tap in the ruck, passed the ball quickly to Mia and then onto Taliah who ran into goal to seal the
win -textbook football Sharks!
The final score Sharks 8.9.57 defeated Banyule 2.4.16
Congratulations Reds, remaining on top of the ladder undefeated and remember Tim has
jackpotted the Spray tan to next week for you know what!
Captain: Jorja
Vice Captain - Lana, Deputy Vice Captain - Jasmine
Goals: Lana 2, Petra, Chloe, Jasmine, Lauren, Jorja, Taliah
Best players: Kristen, Taliah, Jasmine, Chelsea, Lana, Jorja, Lauren

At the end of the 1st Quarter the Sharks lead (2.2.14) to Fitzroy (0.1.1).
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girls continue to compete with further points from Kylah and Eve. The quarter finished with
Ashburton leading 52 – 22 and the dark clouds were forming.
The earlier pleasant weather was a distant memory as the skies turned black and the rain
descended. Despite the cold and blowy conditions, Park Orchards drove the ball forward with
additional goals scored by Mikaela and Zoe. The flood lights attempted to brighten the final
quarter but after an additional Ashburton goal, the game ended with an Ashburton victory,
58 – 34. A much better performance all round from our girls.
Captain – Abbey

GIRLS UNDER 16 Black: Coached by: Matt Turner

Goals: Zoe 2, Kylah, Grace and Mikaela
Best players: Zoe, Hanni, Sophie, Abbey, Charlie

Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

1

Victoria Turner

24

Tilly Hodgson

36

Sophie Hirst

37

Amelia Rees

7

Anna Marchionno

39

Charli Dempsey

34

Eve Parry

49

Grace Lloyd

13

Ella Garniss

35

Abbey Callaghan

38

Mikayla Aloi

21

Vasiliki Karamitos

27

Tess Budge

30

Zoe Servinis

19

Kylah Harrap

31

Natassja Shallvey

A great effort from all our team.

Sienna Kardaras

Park Orchards 5.4.34 def by Asburton 9.4.58
Round 7 saw the visit of Ashburton to the “theatre of dreams” – the famous Domeney’s
Reserve. The game began in fine weather, with glimpses of winter sun and only the gentlest of
breezes. The girls were looking to improve on the previous few games and it did turn out to be
a competitive match.
The first quarter began with the teams evenly matched, but Ashburton were the first to draw
blood with two goals in the first 10 minutes of play. The girls responded well with some good
defensive – Charli and Tilly taking strong marks in defensive positions. With plenty of activity in
the midfield, Anna and Victoria linked well to move the ball forward. Park Orchards responded
with a couple of points from Kylah and Zoe.
Ella’s defensive play and bursts from full back ensured there was no further score in quarter,
with our girls training by 10 points.
Ashburton began the second quarter positively and stretched the lead to 17 points quickly. Park
Orchards fought back with Kylah and Zoe both kicking goals in response. Sophie and Charli
connected to break the ball forward against the run of play and Grace scored a great goal
reducing the margin to 12 points at half time.
The third quarter began like the second – with Ashburton bursting out for an early goal. They
further extended their lead despite solid blocking from Sophie and Eve, with Anna taking a
splendid mark on the boundary. Whilst Ashburton stretched the lead it was great to see our
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 7 RESULTS

02 - 06 - 2019

MCG Windows

Concept Laser Co

Krueger Projects

JNJ Electrics

AKT Trophies

Warran Glen Garden

Aumman’s

Centre and Café

Sodastream

Opulent Homes

Elephant and Co

Spiteri Jaguar

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Healesville Toyota

Mitcham Eyecare

X Power

Screenhouse Effect

Bounce Healthgroup

Mark Leonard Plumbing

Ten Minute Tutor

Natskin Skin & Body Therapy

Auscut

Hallmark Hire Cars

Blue Dog Café

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Southern States Group

